
CUSTOM CONTRACTOR SOLUTION

Since the spring of 2015, CQN Advantage has consistently delivered everything that 
Trican’s, HSE Manager, Kevin Crumly, has always wanted in an automated, third-party 
contractor registry. 

“CQN Advantage, which manages our contractor  
prequalification process, has reduced the time spent  
on administrative tasks by about 30% because it’s simple,  
intuitive, easy to use and highly automated,” says Kevin.  
“It allows us to focus exclusively on managing our sub-
contractors and working to deliver the best possible  
service to our customers.” 

Industry-wide, the need to ensure safety of everyone involved from the large owner oil 
and gas companies and their employees to the contractors and their subs is universally 
recognized, and becoming an onerous task. Trican, as a contractor that services clients  
in various industries such as oil and gas, has experienced many of the same contractor  
management system pains its subs regularly face.

“The challenges drove me crazy and I figured our subs were going through exactly the 
same thing, so I had to address it,” says Kevin.

The moment Trican made the switch to CQN Advantage, Kevin and his subs immediately 
benefited. CQN Advantage was designed to minimize the time and effort contractors 
invested to provide the data required by the registries.

Because due diligence and the prequalification process are so necessary, contractors  
and their subs truly appreciate a system that makes it quick and easy to confirm they  
have the track record, training, equipment and supporting documentation they need  
to work with Trican.  

“CQN Advantage is relatively easy to use and navigate even from the first time you use it. 
As you spend more time in the system, the better it gets,” says Kevin. “Advantage lets us 
set up our contractors directly rather than CQN doing it for us, which is more personal and 
ensures we remain in control over our process.” 

Contractors expect and accept the due diligence and pre-qualification demands and  
the contractor management systems that accompany them. Yet in view of the many third- 
party registries and contractor management systems, the contractors and their subs also 
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feel the financial and administrative impacts. Whether or not the CQN Advantage no  
contractor fee subscription model has a significant impact on subcontractor bottom  
lines, it does show them CQN understands their issues and is on their side. 

“CQN Advantage saves us all time, it’s easy to use and does what we need it to do - the 
no-fee subscription for our contractors is a bonus,” says Kevin. “The fees are a common 
contractor complaint – they feel like the cash cows because if they want to bid on a job, 
they don’t have much choice but to pay the third-party registry subscription fees,  
whether you’re a small mom-and-pop shop or a much larger operator.” 

Unlike its many competitors, CQN Advantage presents only the facts the general  
contractors have requested about each sub-contractor rather than ranking them, marking 
them as green, yellow or red or simply disqualifying them. While some might argue that 
rankings based on algorithms and equations are optimal because they’re fact-based and 
objective, Kevin disagrees. 

“To make the best decision, I need to interpret and understand the data, because the facts 
and numbers may not tell the true or the whole story,” says Kevin. “I don’t want to take 
the chance that the software will disqualify a perfectly acceptable sub.” 

When Trican asked, the team at CQN Advantage built an alternative Total Recordable 
Injury Frequency calculation based on Trican’s unique approach to determining their subs’ 
true TRIF and the Transportation Incidents report.  “We use our TRIF calculations to tell us 
when further investigation is required to understand what happened and why,” says Kevin. 
“Advantage was customized and configured to provide the data Trican needs to make a 
decision about a sub.” 

Contractors want the process to make sense and have been equally frustrated and  
annoyed by the redundancies and duplication of effort demanded by certain contractor  
management systems. In fact, Trican had repeatedly asked its previous contractor  
management system provider to address the fact contractors had to fill out the same 
Certificate of Recognition template whether they had their COR or not. 

CQN Advantage was built to offer customizable templates and creating templates to 
reduce redundancies for those who had COR was easy. Advantage got it done, got it done 
properly and at no cost to Trican, unlike their predecessor which struggled to fulfill that 
basic request for more than a year. 

“Thanks to Advantages’ ability to create two templates with unique questions for  
contractors with and without a COR, contractors now answer only relevant questions  
just once rather than scrolling through and responding to identical or non-applicable  
questions several times,” says Kevin. 

Trican’s administrative staff also appreciates CQN Advantage’s reporting capabilities  
which allow them to pull standard and custom reports in mere seconds. The reports 
are timely and accurate as there is virtually no manual data entry and little human input 
required. The system automatically retrieves the data to populate the report and does the 
math. Previously, a single employer dedicated an entire week to the creation of multiple 
Excel spreadsheets.  

“Whether it’s required once or several times a year, a highly tedious task has been virtually 
eliminated and that’s much appreciated by our staff,” says Kevin.  

Since 2015, CQN Advantage has been helping Trican expedite the sub-contractor  
prequalification process and due diligence required to ensure they have the tools,  
equipment, training and culture required to operate safely. 

“CQN has really given us peace of mind because when our  
customers want to know how we prequalify and assess our 
subs, the relevant documentation is all in a single, easily  
accessible, centralized repository - CQN Advantage,” says  
Kevin. “Clients do come and check us out because they  
want to see that we do what we say we do and CQN  
Advantage is our proof.”
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